DNA is a remarkably precise medium for copying and storing biological information. 5 This high fidelity results from the action of hundreds of genes involved in replication, 6 proofreading, and damage repair. Evolutionary theory suggests that in such a system, 7 selection has limited ability to remove genetic variants that change mutation rates 8 by small amounts or in specific sequence contexts. Consistent with this, using SNV 9 variation as a proxy for mutational input, we report here that mutational spectra differ 10 substantially among species, human continental groups and even some closely-related 11 populations. Close examination of one signal, an increased TCC→TTC mutation rate 12 in Europeans, indicates a burst of mutations from about 15,000 to 2,000 years ago, 13 perhaps due to the appearance, drift, and ultimate elimination of a genetic modifier of 14 mutation rate. Our results suggest that mutation rates can evolve markedly over short 15 evolutionary timescales and suggest the possibility of mapping mutational modifiers. 16 2 Main Text 17 Germline mutations provide the raw material for evolution, but also generate genetic load 18 and inherited disease. Indeed, the vast majority of mutations that affect fitness are delete-19 rious, and hence biological systems have evolved elaborate mechanisms for accurate DNA 20 replication and repair of diverse types of spontaneous damage. Due to the combined action 21 of hundreds of genes, mutation rates are extremely low-in humans, about 1 point mutation 22 per 100MB or about 60 genome-wide per generation [1, 2].
B. Mutation spectrum differences between populations
A. PCA of human mutation spectra p < 1e-5 Figure 1 : Global patterns of variation in SNV spectra. A. Principal Component Analysis of individuals according to the fraction of derived alleles that each individual carries in each of 96 mutational types. B. Heatmaps showing, for pairs of continental groups, the ratio of the proportions of SNVs in each of the 96 mutational types. Each block corresponds to one mutation type; within blocks, rows indicate the 5' nucleotide, and columns indicate the 3' nucleotide. Red colors indicate a greater fraction of a given mutation type in the first-listed group relative to the second. Points indicate significant contrasts at p < 10 −5 . See Figure  Supplements 1 , 2, and 3 for heatmap comparisons between additional population pairs as well as a description of PCA loadings and the p-values of all mutation class enrichments. Figure Supplement 4 demonstrates that these patterns are unlikely to be driven by biased gene conversion. In Figure Supplement 5 , we see that this mutation spectrum structure replicates on both strands of the transcribed genome as well as the non-transcribed portion of the genome. Figure Supplements 6 , 7, and 8 show that most of this structure replicates across multiple chromatin states and varies little with replication timing. for the replication of this result in the Exome Aggregation Consortium Data. In the UK10K data, which has the largest sample size, the peak occurs at 0.6% allele frequency. (C) Other enriched C→T mutations with similar context also peak at 0.6% frequency in UK10K. See Figure Supplements Genomes populations partitioned by allele frequency, which provide a different view of these patterns. (D) A population genetic model supports a pulse of TCC→TTC mutations from 15,000-2,000 years ago. Inset shows the observed and predicted frequency distributions of this mutation under the inferred model. signature appears to be present in only a handful of Chinese individuals, and no Kinh or Dai individuals. As seen for the European TCC mutation, the enrichment of these muta-144 tion types peaks at low frequencies, i.e., ∼1%. Given the availability of only 200 Japanese 145 individuals in 1000 Genomes, it is hard to say whether the true peak is at a frequency much 146 lower than 1%.
147
PCA reveals relatively little fine-scale structure within the mutational spectra of Euro- that the Luhya outliers are enriched for the same mutational signature identified in the 152 Japanese. Even in Europeans and South Asians, the first PC is heavily weighted toward 153 *AC→*CC, ACA→AAA, and TAT→TTT, although this signature explains less of the mu-154 tation spectrum variance within these more homogeneous populations. The sharing of this 155 signature may suggest either parallel increases of a shared mutation modifier, or a shared 156 aspect of environment or life history that affects the mutation spectrum.
157
Mutation spectrum variation among the great apes. Finally, given our finding of 158 extensive fine-scale variation in mutational spectra between human populations, we hypoth-159 esized that mutational variation between species is likely to be even greater. To compare 160 the mutation spectra of the great apes in more detail, we obtained SNV data from the Great In summary, we report here that, mutational spectra differ significantly among closely 200 related human populations, and that they differ greatly among the great ape species. Our 201 work shows that subtle, concerted shifts in the frequencies of many different mutation types 202 are more widespread than dramatic jumps in the rate of single mutation types, although the and Africans). SGDP sites with more than 20% missing data were not utilized. All other 252 data processing was done the same way described for the 1000 Genomes data.
253
The following 
It would be appealing to conclude that every mutation type "passing" this chi-square test 312 is a mutation type that has changed in rate during recent human history. However, if we 313 were to perform the full set of 96 tests, they would not be independent. A sufficiently large 314 increase in the rate of one mutation type m 1 in population P 1 after divergence from P 2 could 315 cause another mutation type m 2 , whose rate has remained constant, to comprise significantly 316 different fractions of the SNPs from P 1 and P 2 . To minimize this effect, we formulate the 317 following iterative procedure of conditionally independent tests: first, compute a chi-square 318 significance value p unordered (m) for each mutation type m using the 2-by-2 chi-square table   319 above. We then use these values to order the SNPs from lowest p value to highest and This procedure is guaranteed to find fewer mutation types to differ significantly in rate and the expected fraction of TCC→T mutations in allele frequency bin k/n is
The expected value of the TCC→T enrichment ratio being plotted in Figure 2B is
In Figure 2B , enrichment ratios are not computed for every allele frequency in isolation, but for allele frequency bins that each contain similar numbers of SNPs. Given integers 1 ≤ k m < k m+1 ≤ n, the expected TCC→T enrichment ratio averaged over all SNPs with allele frequency between k m /n and k m+1 /n is:
We optimize the mutation rates r 1 , . . . , r d using a log-spaced quantization of allele frequencies k 1 /n, . . . , k m /n defined such that all bins contain similar numbers of SNPs. The chosen allele count endpoints k 1 , . . . , k m are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000. Given this quantization of allele frequencies, we optimize r 1 , . . . , r d by using the BFGS algorithm to minimize the least squares distance D(r 0 , . . . , r d ) between E(r TCC→T (k m /n)) and the empirical ratio r TCC→T (k m /n) computed from the UK10K data. This optimization is subject to a regularization penalty that minimizes the jumps between adjacent mutation rates r i and r i+1 :
Although the underlying model of mutation rate change assumed here is very simple, it show the full dependence of mutation spectrum on allele frequency in the UK10K data. show the full dependence of mutation spectrum on allele frequency in the UK10K data. Europe, East Asia, and South Asia. Figure 4B of 
